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Abstract

The concept of ‘fully permissible sets’ is defined by an algorithm that eliminates strategy su
It is characterized as choice sets when there is common certain belief of the event that eac
prefer one strategy to another if and only if the former weakly dominates the latter on the se
opponent strategies or on the union of the choice sets that are deemed possible for the oppon
concept refines the Dekel–Fudenberg procedure and captures aspects of forward induction.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

JEL classification: C72

1. Introduction

Iterated (maximal) elimination of weakly dominated strategies (IEWDS) has a
history and some intuitive appeal, yet it does not have as clear an interpretation as i
elimination of strongly dominated strategies (IESDS). IESDS is known to be equiv
to common belief of rational choice (cf. Tan and Werlang, 1988). IEWDS would ap
simply to add a requirement ofadmissibility, i.e., that one strategy should be preferred
another if the former weakly dominates the latter on a set of strategies that the op
“may choose.” However, numerous authors—in particular, Samuelson (1992)—have
that it is not clear that we can interpret IEWDS this way. To see this, consider the follo
two examples.

Figure 1 shows the pure strategy reduced strategic form of the ‘Battle-of-the-sexes
an-outside-option’ game. Here IEWDS works by eliminatingD, R, andU , leading to the
forward induction outcome(M,L). This prediction appears consistent: if 2 believes th
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2, 2 2, 2

3, 1 0, 0

0, 0 1, 3

Fig. 1. Battle-of-the-sexes-with-an-outside-option (G1).

L R

U

M

D

1, 1 1, 1

0, 1 2, 0

1, 0 0, 1

Fig. 2. Game where IEWDS is problematic (G2).

will chooseM, then she will preferL to R as 2’s preference over her strategies depe
only on the relative likelihood ofM andD.

The situation is different inG2 of Fig. 2, where IEWDS works by eliminatingD, R,
andM, leading to(U,L). Since 2 is indifferent at the predicted outcome, we must h
appeal to admissibility on a superset of{U}, namely{U,M}, to justify the statement tha
2 must play L. However, it is not clear that this is reasonable. Admissibility on{U,M}
means that 2’s preferences respect weak dominance on this set and implies thaM is
deemed infinitely more likely (in the sense of Blume et al., 1991a, Definition 5.1; see
Appendix A) thanD. However, why should 2 deemM more likely thanD? If 2 believes
that 1 believes in the prediction that 2 playsL (as IEWDS suggests), then it seems odd
assume that 2 believes that 1 considersD to be a less attractive choice thanM.

A sense in whichD is “less rational” thanM is simply that it was eliminated first. Th
hardly seems a justification for insisting on the belief thatD is much less likely thanM.
Still, Stahl (1995) has shown that IEWDS effectively assumes this: a strategy su
IEWDS if and only it is a best response to a belief where one strategy is infinitely
likely than another if the former is eliminated at an earlier round than the latter. T
IEWDS adds extraneous and hard-to-justify restrictions on beliefs, and may not app
correspond to the most natural formalization of deductive reasoning under admiss
So what does?

This paper proposes the concept of ‘fully permissible sets’ as an answer. InG1 this
concept agrees with theprediction of IEWDS, as seems natural. Theprocedure leading
to this prediction is quite different, though, as is itsinterpretation. In G2, however, full
permissibility predicts that 1’s set of rational choices iseither {U} or {U,M}, while 2’s set
of rational choices iseither {L} or {L,R}. This has appealing features. If 2 is certain t
1’s set is{U}, then—absent extraneous restrictions on beliefs—one cannot conclude
prefersL toR or v.v. On the other hand, if 2 considers it possible that 1’s set is{U,M}, then
L weakly dominatesR on this set and justifies{L} as 2’s set of rational choices. Similarl
one can justify thatU is preferred toM if and only if 1 considers it impossible that 2
set is{L,R}. Thus, full permissibility tells a consistent story of deductive reasoning u
admissibility,without adding extraneous restrictions on beliefs.
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Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the key features o
requirement—called ‘full admissible consistency’—that is imposed on players to arr
full permissibility. Section 3 formally defines the concept of fully permissible sets thro
an algorithm that eliminates strategy sets under full admissible consistency. G
existence as well as other properties are shown. Section 4 establishes epistemic co
for the concept of fully permissible sets, while Section 5 checks that these cond
are indeed necessary and thereby relates full permissibility to other concepts. Se
investigates examples, showing how forward induction is promoted and how mu
permissible sets may arise. Section 7 compares our epistemic conditions to those p
in related literature. Some technical material (including the proofs) are contained in
appendices. For ease of presentation, the analysis will be limited to 2-player gam
everything can essentially be generalized ton-player games (withn > 2).

2. Illustrating the key features

Our modeling captures three key features:

Caution. A player should prefer one strategy to another if the former weakly domin
the latter. Such admissibility of a player’s preferences on the set ofall opponent strategie
is defended by, e.g., Luce and Raiffa (1957, Chapter 13) and is implicit in procedure
start out by eliminating all weakly dominated strategies.

Full belief of opponent rationality. A player should deem any opponent strategy t
is a rational choice infinitely more likely than any opponent strategy not having
property. This is equivalent to preferring one strategy to another if the former w
dominates the latter on the set of rational choices for the opponent. Such admis
of a player’s preferences on aparticular subset of opponent strategies is an ingredient
the analyses of weak dominance by Samuelson (1992) and Börgers and Samuelson
and is essentially satisfied by ‘extensive form rationalizability’ (EFR; cf. Pearce, 198
Battigalli, 1996, 1997) and IEWDS.

No extraneous restrictions on beliefs. A player should prefer one strategy to anotheronly
if the former weakly dominates the latter on the set of all opponent strategies or on
of rational choices for the opponent. Such equal treatment of opponent strategies t
all rational—or all irrational—have in principle been argued by Samuelson (1992, p.
Gul (1997), and Mariotti (1997).

These features are combined as follows. A player’s preferences over his own stra
which dependboth on his payoff functionand on his beliefs about opponent choice, lea
to a choice set (i.e., a set of maximal strategies; cf. Section 4.3). A player’s prefere
are said to befully admissibly consistent with the opponent’s preferences if one strateg
preferred to another if and only if the former weakly dominates the latter

• on the set of all opponent strategies, or
• on the union of the choice sets that are deemed possible for the opponent.
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Fig. 3. Game that illustrates the key features (G3).

A subset of strategies is afully permissible set if and only if it can be a choice set whe
there is common certain belief of full admissible consistency, where an event is ‘cer
believed’ if the complement is deemed impossible (i.e., Savage-null; cf. Section
Hence, the analysis yields a solution concept that determines a collection of choic
for each player. This collection can be found via a simple algorithm, introduced in the
section.

We useG3 of Fig. 3 to illustrate the consequences of imposing ‘caution’ and
belief of opponent rationality.’ Since ‘caution’ means that each player takes all opp
strategies into account, it follows that player 1’s preferences over his strategies w
U ∼ M � D (where∼ and� denote indifference and preference, respectively). Play
must prefer each of the strategiesU andM to the strategyD, because the former strategi
weakly dominateD. Hence,U andM are maximal, implying that 1’s choice set is{U,M}.

The requirement of ‘full belief in opponent rationality’ comes into effect wh
considering the preferences of player 2. Suppose that 2 certainly believes that 1 is c
and therefore (as indicated above) certainly believes that{U,M} is 1’s choice set. Ou
assumption that 2 has full belief of 1’s rationality captures that 2 deemseach element of
{U,M} infinitely more likely thanD. Thus, 2’s preferences respect weak dominanc
1’s choice set{U,M}, regardless of what happens if 1 choosesD. Hence, 2’s preference
over her strategies will beL �R.

Summing up, we get to the following solution forG3:

1’s preferences: U ∼M �D,

2’s preferences: L�R.

Hence,{U,M} and{L} are the players’ fully permissible sets.
The third feature of full admissible consistency—‘no extraneous restriction

beliefs’—means inG3 that 2 does not assess the relative likelihood of 1’s maxi
strategiesU andM. This does not have any bearing on the analysis ofG3, but is essentia
for capturing forward induction inG1. In this case the issue is not whether a player asse
the relative likelihood of different maximal strategies, but rather whether a player as
the relative likelihood of different non-maximal strategies. To see the significance inG1,
assume that 1 deemsR infinitely more likely thanL, while 2 deemsU infinitely more
likely thanD andD infinitely more likely thanM. Then the players rank their strateg
as follows:

1’s preferences: U �D �M,

2’s preferences: R � L.
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Both ‘caution’ and ‘full belief of opponent rationality’ are satisfied and still the forw
induction outcome(M,L) is not promoted. However, the requirement of ‘no extrane
restrictions on beliefs’ is not satisfied since the preferences of 2 introduce extra
restrictions on beliefs by deeming one of 1’s non-maximal strategies,D, infinitely more
likely than another non-maximal strategy,M. When we return toG1 in Sections 3.3 and
6.1 we show how the additional imposition of ‘no extraneous restrictions on beliefs’
to (M,L) in this game.

Several concepts with natural epistemic foundations fail to match these predi
in G1 and G3. In the case of rationalizability (Bernheim, 1984; Pearce, 1984) th
perhaps not so surprising since this concept in 2-player games corresponds to IE
can be understood as a consequence of common belief of rational choice without im
caution, so there is no guarantee that a player prefers one strategy to another if the
weakly dominates the latter. InG3, for example, all strategies are rationalizable.

It is more surprising that the concept of ‘permissibility’ does not match our solutio
G3. Permissibility can be given rigorous epistemic foundations in models with cau
players (cf. Börgers, 1994, and Brandenburger, 1992, who coined the term ‘permis
see also Ben-Porath, 1997, and Gul, 1997). In these models players take into a
all opponent strategies, while assigning more weight to asubset of those deemed t
be rational choices. Permissibility corresponds to the DF procedure (after Deke
Fudenberg, 1990) where one round of elimination of (all) weakly dominated strat
is followed by iterated elimination of strongly dominated strategies. InG3, this means tha
1 cannot choose his weakly dominated strategyD. However, while 2 prefersL to R in
our solution, permissibility allows that 2 choosesR. To exemplify using Brandenburger
(1992) approach, this will be the case if 2 deemsU to be infinitely more likely thanD
which in turn is deemed infinitely more likely thanM. The problem is that ‘full belief o
opponent rationality’ is not satisfied: Player 2 deemsD more likely thanM even though
M is in 1’s choice set, whileD is not. In Section 3.4 we establish (Proposition 3.2) that
concept of fully permissible sets refines the DF procedure.

3. The algorithm

We present in this section an algorithm—‘iterated elimination of choice sets u
full admissible consistency’ (IECFA)—leading to the concept of ‘fully permissible s
This concept will in turn be given an epistemic characterization in Section 4 by imp
common certain belief of full admissible consistency. We present the algorithm befo
epistemic characterization for different reasons:

• IECFA is fairly accessible. By defining it early, we can apply it early, and offer e
indications of the nature of the solution concept we wish to promote.

• By defining IECFA, we point to a parallel to the concepts of rationalizable strate
and permissible strategies. These concepts are motivated by epistemic assum
but turn out to be identical in 2-player games to the set of strategies surviving s
algorithms: respectively, IESDS and the DF procedure.
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• Just like IESDS and the DF procedure, IECFA is easier to use than the corresp
epistemic characterizations. The algorithm should be handy for applied econo
independently of the foundational issues discussed in Sections 4 and 5.

IESDS and the DF procedure iteratively eliminate dominated strategies. In
corresponding epistemic models, these strategies in turn cannot be rational choices
be rational choices given that other players do not use strategies that cannot be
choices, etc. IECFA is also an elimination procedure. However, the interpretation
basic item thrown out is not that of a strategy that cannot be a rational choice, but
that ofa set of strategies that cannot be a choice set for any preferences that are in a
sense consistent with the preferences of the opponent. The specific kind of cons
involved in IECFA—which will be defined in Section 4.6 and referred to as ‘full admiss
consistency’—requires that a player’s preferences are characterized by the prope
‘caution,’ ‘full belief of opponent rationality’ and ‘no extraneous restrictions on belie
Thus, IECFA does not start with each player’s strategy set and then iteratively elim
strategies. Rather, IECFA starts with each player’s collection of non-empty subsets
strategy set and then iteratively eliminates subsets from this collection.

3.1. A strategic game

With I = {1,2} as the set ofplayers, let, for eachi, Si denote playeri ’s finite set
of pure strategies andui :S → 	 be a vNM utility function that assigns payoff to an
strategy vector, whereS = S1 × S2 is the set of strategy vectors. ThenG= (S1, S2, u1, u2)

is a finite strategic two-player game. Write pi , ri , and si (∈ Si) for pure strategies
and xi and yi (∈ ∆(Si)) for mixed strategies. We may extendui to mixed strategies
ui(xi, sj )= ∑

si∈Si xi(si )ui(si , sj ).

3.2. Definition

Let S′
j (⊆ Sj ) be a set of opponent strategies. Say thatxi weakly dominates yi on S′

j

if, ∀sj ∈ S′
j , ui(xi, sj ) � ui(yi, sj ), with strict inequality for somesj ∈ S′

j . InterpretQj

(⊆ Sj ) as the set of strategies that playeri deems to be the set of rational choices for
opponent. Leti ’s choice set be equal toSi\Di(Qj ), where, for any(∅ �=) Qj ⊆ Sj ,

Di(Qj ) := {
si ∈ Si

∣∣ ∃xi ∈ ∆(Si) s.t.xi weakly dom.si onQj or Sj
}
.

Hence,i ’s choice set consists of pure strategies that are not weakly dominated b
mixed strategy onQj orSj . In Section 4 we show how this corresponds to a set of max
strategies given the player’s preferences over his own strategies.

Let Σ = Σ1 × Σ2, whereΣi := 2Si\{∅} denotes the collection of non-empty subs
of Si . Write πi , ρi , and σi (∈ Σi ) for subsets of pure strategies. For any(∅ �=) Ξ =
Ξ1 ×Ξ2 ⊆Σ , writeα(Ξ) := α1(Ξ2)× α2(Ξ1), where

αi(Ξj ) :=
{
πi ∈Σi

∣∣∣ ∃(∅ �=)Ψj ⊆Ξj s.t.πi = Si\Di

( ⋃
σ ∈Ψ

σj

)}
.

j j
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Hence,αi(Ξj ) is the collection of strategy subsets that can be choice sets for playeri if he
associatesQj—the set of rational choices for his opponent—with the union of the stra
subsets in a non-empty subcollection ofΞj .

We can now define the concept of a fully permissible set.

Definition 3.1. Consider the sequence defined byΞ(0) = Σ and, ∀g � 1, Ξ(g) =
α(Ξ(g − 1)). A non-empty strategy setπi is said to be afully permissible set for playeri
if πi ∈ ⋂∞

g=0Ξi(g).

Let Π = Π1 × Π2 denote thecollection of vectors of fully permissible sets. Sinc
∅ �= αi(Ξ

′
j ) ⊆ αi(Ξ

′′
j ) ⊆ αi(Σj ) whenever∅ �= Ξ ′

j ⊆ Ξ ′′
j ⊆ Σj and since the game

finite, Ξ(g) is a monotone sequence that converges toΠ in a finite number of iterations
IECFA is the procedure that in roundg eliminates sets inΞ(g−1)\Ξ(g) as possible choic
sets. As defined in Definition 3.1 IECFA eliminates maximally in each round in the s
that,∀g � 1, Ξ(g) = α(Ξ(g − 1)). However, it follows from the monotonicity ofαi that
any non-maximal procedure, where∃g � 1 such thatΞ(g − 1) ⊃ Ξ(g) ⊃ α(Ξ(g − 1)),
will also converge toΠ .

A strategy subset survives elimination roundg if it can be a choice set when the set
rational choices for his opponent is associated with the union of some (or all) of opp
sets that have survived the procedure up till roundg − 1. A fully permissible set is a se
that survives in this way for anyg. The analysis of Section 4 justifies that strategy sub
that this algorithm has not eliminated by roundg be interpreted as choice sets compat
with g − 1 order of mutual certain belief of full admissible consistency.

3.3. Applications

We illustrate IECFA by applying it. ConsiderG3 of Section 2. We get:

Ξ(0) = Σ1 ×Σ2,

Ξ(1) = {{U,M}} ×Σ2,

Π =Ξ(2) = {{U,M}} × {{L}}.
Independently ofQ2, S1\D1(Q2) = {U,M}, so for 1 only{U,M} can survive the firs
elimination round, whileS2\D2({U,M}) = {L}, S2\D2({D}) = {R} andS2\D2({U}) =
{L,R}, so that no elimination is possible for player 2. However, in the second round
{L} survives sinceL weakly dominatesR on{U,M}, implying thatS2\D2({U,M})= {L}.

Next, considerG1 of the introduction. Applying IECFA we get:

Ξ(0) = Σ1 ×Σ2,

Ξ(1) = {{U}, {M}, {U,M}}×Σ2,

Ξ(2) = {{U}, {M}, {U,M}}× {{L}, {L,R}},
Ξ(3) = {{M}, {U,M}} × {{L}, {L,R}},
Ξ(4) = {{M}, {U,M}} × {{L}},

Π =Ξ(5) = {{M}} × {{L}}.
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Again the algorithm yields a unique fully permissible set for each player.
Finally, apply IECFA toG2 of the introduction:

Ξ(0) = Σ1 ×Σ2,

Ξ(1) = {{U}, {M}, {U,M}}×Σ2,

Ξ(2) = {{U}, {M}, {U,M}}× {{L}, {L,R}},
Π =Ξ(3) = {{U}, {U,M}} × {{L}, {L,R}}.

Here we are left with two fully permissible sets for each player. There is no fu
elimination, as{U} = S1\D1({L}), {U,M} = S1\D1({L,R}), {L} = S2\D2({U,M}), and
{L,R} = S2\D2({U}).

The elimination process forG1 andG2 is explained and interpreted in Section 6.

3.4. Results

The following proposition characterizes the strategy subsets that survive IECF
thus are fully permissible.

Proposition 3.1. (i) ∀i ∈ I , Πi �= ∅.
(ii) Π = α(Π).
(iii) ∀i ∈ I , πi ∈ Πi if and only if there exists Ξ = Ξ1 × Ξ2 with πi ∈ Ξi such that

Ξ ⊆ α(Ξ).

Proposition 3.1(i) establishes existence, but not uniqueness, of each player’
permissible set(s). In addition toG2, games with multiple strict Nash equilibria illustra
the possibility of such multiplicity; by Proposition 3.1(iii), any strict Nash equilibri
corresponds to a vector of fully permissible sets. Proposition 3.1(ii) means thatΠ is a
fixed point in terms of a collection of vectors of strategy sets as illustrated byG2 above.
By Proposition 3.1(iii) it is the largest such fixed point.

We close this section by recording some connections between IECFA on the one
and IESDS, the DF-procedure, and IEWDS on the other. First, we note throug
following Proposition 3.2 that IECFA has more bite than the DF procedure. BothG1 and
G3 illustrate that this refinement may be strict.

Proposition 3.2. A pure strategy pi is permissible (i.e., survives the DF procedure) if there
exists a fully permissible set πi such that pi ∈ πi .

It is a corollary that IECFA has more cutting power also than IESDS.
However, neither of IECFA and IEWDS has more bite than the other, as demons

by the gameG4 of Fig. 4. It is straightforward to verify thata andb for player 1, ande for
player 2 survive IEWDS, while{a} for 1 and{e, f } for 2 survive IECFA and are thus th
fully permissible sets, as shown below:
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1, 1 1, 1 0, 0

1, 1 0, 1 1, 0

0, 1 0, 0 2, 0

0, 0 0, 1 0, 2

Fig. 4. The relation between IECFA and IEWDS (G4).

Ξ(0) = Σ1 ×Σ2,

Ξ(1) = {{a}, {c}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}, {a, b, c}}
× {{e}, {g}, {e, f }, {e, g}, {f,g}, {e, f, g}},

Ξ(2) = {{a}, {c}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}, {a, b, c}}× {{e}, {e, f }},
Ξ(3) = {{a}, {a, b}}× {{e}, {e, f }},
Ξ(4) = {{a}, {a, b}}× {{e, f }},

Π =Ξ(5) = {{a}} × {{e, f }}.
Strategyb survives IEWDS but does not appear in any fully permissible set. Stratef
appears in a fully permissible set but does not survive IEWDS.

4. Epistemic conditions for fully permissible sets

When justifying rationalizable and permissible strategies through epistemic cond
players are usually modeled as decision makers under uncertainty. Tan and Werlang
characterize rationalizable strategies by common belief (with probability 1) of the
that each player chooses a maximal strategy given preferences that are represen
subjective probability distribution. Hence, preferences are bothcomplete andcontinuous.
Brandenburger (1992) characterizes permissible strategies by common belief (with p
probability 1) of the event that each player chooses a maximal strategy given prefe
that are represented by alexicographic probability system (LPS; cf. Blume et al., 1991a
with full support on the set of opponent strategies. Hence, preferences are still com
but not continuous due to the full support requirement. Since preferences are compl
representable by a probability distribution or an LPS, these epistemic justifications
significantly from the corresponding algorithms, IESDS and the DF procedure, neit
which makes reference to subjective probabilities.

When doing analogously for fully permissible sets, not only must continuity
preferences be relaxed to allow for ‘caution’ and ‘full belief of opponent rationality
discussed in Section 2. One must also relax completeness of preferences to accom
‘no extraneous restrictions on beliefs,’ which is a requirement of minimal complete
and implies that preferences are expressed solely in terms of admissibility on neste
Hence, preferences are not in general representable by subjective probabilities
through treating incomplete preferences as aset of complete preferences; cf. Auman
1962). This means that epistemic operators must be derived directly from the unde
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preferences (as observed by Morris, 1997) since there is no probability distribut
LPS that represents the preferences. It also entails that the resulting characte
(Proposition 4.1) must be closely related to the algorithm used in the definition of
permissible sets.

There is another fundamental difference. When characterizing rationalizable
permissible strategies, the event that is made subject to interactive epistemology i
defined by requiring that each player’sstrategy choice is an element of his choice s
(i.e., his set of maximal strategies) given his belief about the opponent’s strategy c
In contrast, in the characterization of Proposition 4.1, the event that is made sub
interactive epistemology is defined by imposing requirements on how each player’schoice
set is related to his belief about the opponent’s choice set. Since a player’s choice set
the set of undominated strategies given the ranking that the player has over his stra
the imposed requirements relate a player’s ranking over his strategies to the opp
ranking.

To prepare for the characterization result we first present a framework for str
games where each player is modeled as a decision-maker under uncertainty and in
the belief operator that is used for the interactive epistemology. We then move
characterization of Proposition 4.1, which is interpreted in the subsequent Sec
in terms of the requirements of ‘caution,’ ‘full belief of opponent rationality,’ and
extraneous restrictions on beliefs.’

4.1. A strategic game form

Let z :S → Z map strategy vectors intooutcomes, whereZ is the set of outcomes. The
(S1, S2, z) is a finitestrategic two-playergame form.

4.2. States and types

The uncertainty faced by a playeri in a strategic game form concerns the strategy ch
of his opponentj , j ’s belief abouti ’s strategy choice, and so on (cf. Tan and Werla
1988). A type of a playeri corresponds to a vNM utility function and a belief abo
j ’s strategy choice, a belief aboutj ’s belief abouti ’s strategy choice, and so on. Mode
of such infinite hierarchies of beliefs (Böge and Eisele, 1979; Mertens and Zamir,
Brandenburger and Dekel, 1993; Epstein and Wang, 1996) yieldS × T as the complete
state space, whereT = T1 × T2 is the set of all feasible type vectors. Furthermore,
eachi, there is a homeomorphism betweenTi and the set of beliefs onS × Tj . For each
type of any playeri, the type’s decision problem is to choose one ofi ’s strategies. For th
modeling of this problem, the type’s belief abouti ’s strategy choice is not relevant and c
be ignored.1 Hence, in the setting of a strategic game form the beliefs can be restric
the set of opponent strategy-type pairs,Sj × Tj . Combined with a vNM utility function
the set of beliefs onSj × Tj corresponds to a set of binary relations on the set of act

1 This does not mean thati is not aware ofi ’s strategy choice. It signifies thati ’s belief aboutj ’s belief
aboutj ’s choice plays no role in the analysis. Note that Tan and Werlang (1988, Sections 2 and 3) char
rationalizable strategies without specifying beliefs about one’s own choice.
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Sj × Tj , where anact on Sj × Tj is a function that to any element ofSj × Tj assigns an
objective randomization onZ (cf. Appendix A).

In conformity with the literature on infinite hierarchies of beliefs, let

• the set ofstates of the world (or simplystates) beΩ := S × T ,
• eachtype ti of any playeri correspond to a binary relation�ti on the set of acts o
Sj × Tj .

However, as the above results on infinite hierarchies of beliefs are not applicable
present setting,2 we instead consider an implicit model—with a finite type setTi for each
player i—from which infinite hierarchies of beliefs can be constructed. Moreover, s
completeness and continuity of preferences are not imposed, the conditions on�ti are
specified as follows.

Assumption 4.1. The binary relation�ti satisfies reflexivity, transitivity, objective
independence, nontriviality, conditional completeness, conditional continuity, and non-
null state independence.

This means that�ti is conditionally represented by a vNM utility functionυti
i :Z → 	

that assigns a payoff to any outcome (cf. Proposition A.1).3 Being a vNM utility
function,υti

i can be extended to objective randomizations onZ. Since�ti is conditionally
represented, it follows that strong and weak dominance are well-defined. The const
is summarized by the following definition.

Definition 4.1. A belief system for a game form(S1, S2, z) consists of

• for each playeri, a finite set of typesTi ,
• for each typeti of any playeri, a binary relation�ti (ti ’s preferences) on the set of

acts onSj × Tj , where�ti satisfies Assumption 4.1, and whereυti
i denotes the vNM

utility function that conditionally represents�ti .

4.3. Choice sets and rationality

Let �ti
Sj

denote themarginal of �ti on Sj (cf. Appendix A). A pure strategysi ∈ Si

can be viewed as an actxSj on Sj that assignsz(si , sj ) to anysj ∈ Sj . A mixed strategy
xi ∈ ∆(Si) can be viewed as an actxSj onSj that assignsz(xi, sj ) to anysj ∈ Sj . Hence,

2 Brandenburger (1998) and Brandenburger and Keisler (1999) have shown that a complete state sp
not exist if beliefs are not based on subjective probabilities. In contrast to Brandenburger and Keisler’s
and Battigalli and Siniscalchi’s (2002) epistemic foundations for IEWDS and EFR respectively, a comple
space is not needed for the present analysis.

3 If conditional completeness is strengthened to completeness, then it follows from Blume et al. (
that �ti is represented byυ

ti
i and an LPSλti = (µ

ti
1 , . . . ,µ

ti
L) ∈ L∆(Sj × Tj ). If, in addition, conditional

continuity is strengthened to continuity, then�ti is represented byυti
i

and a subjective probability distributio
µti ∈∆(Sj × Tj ).
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�ti
Sj

is a binary relation also on the subset of acts onSj that correspond toi ’s mixed

strategies. Thus,�ti
Sj

can be referred to asti ’s preferences over i’s mixed strategies. The

set of mixed strategies∆(Si) is the set of acts that are atti ’s actual disposal. Since�ti is
reflexive and transitive and satisfies objective independence,�ti

Sj
shares these propertie

andti ’s choice set,

C
ti
i := {

si ∈ Si
∣∣ si is maximal w.r.t.�ti

Sj
in ∆(Si)

}
,

is non-empty and supports any maximal mixed strategy.
The event thati is rational is defined as

[rati] := {
(s1, s2, t1, t2) ∈ Ω

∣∣ si ∈C
ti
i

}
.

4.4. Playing the game

The event thati plays the gameG= (S1, S2, u1, u2) is given by

[ui] := {
(s1, s2, t1, t2) ∈ Ω

∣∣ υti
i ◦ z is a positive affine transformation ofui

}
,

while [u1] ∩ [u2] is the event that both players playG.
We allow for the possibility thatΩ\[ui] �= ∅ merely to ensure that strategy subs

not eliminated by round 1 in the algorithm of Definition 3.1 correspond to ch
sets compatible with full admissible consistency in the epistemic characterizati
Section 4.6. This requires that, for eachi and for anyσi ∈ Σi , there exists a belief syste
and some state(s1, s2, t1, t2) ∈ Ω such thatCti

i = σi .

4.5. Epistemic operators

As illustrated by the analysis ofG2 in Section 6.2, the interactive epistemology m
allow a player type to deem an opponent type impossible even if it is the true
of the opponent. This requires a subjective epistemic operator that does not sati
truth axiom. Such subjective operators are usually based on the subjective prob
distributionµti ∈∆(Sj ×Tj ) or the LPSλti = (µ

ti
1 , . . . ,µ

ti
L) ∈ L∆(Sj ×Tj ) that represent

the preferences.
In the present setting where incomplete preferences entail that no such represe

is available, operators can instead be based directly the underlying preferences. F
purpose, say that�ti is admissible on βj , where∅ �= βj ⊆ Sj ×Tj , if x �ti y wheneverxβj
weakly dominatesyβj , and note that

• with µti ∈ ∆(Sj × Tj ) as a representation, suppµti is the unique set of oppone
strategy-type pairs on which�ti is admissible, while

• with λti ∈ L∆(Sj × Tj ) as a representation,{
suppµti

1 ,

2⋃
2=1

suppµti
2 , . . . ,

L⋃
2=1

suppµti
2

}

is the collection of nested sets on which�ti is admissible.
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Such a collection of nested sets exists also if preferences are incomplete. Let

κ
ti
j := {

(sj , tj ) ∈ Sj × Tj
∣∣ (sj , tj ) is not Savage-null acc. to�ti

}
denote the set of opponent strategy-type pairs thatti deems possible. If�ti is admissible
on βj , then βj ⊆ κ

ti
j and any(s′j , t ′j ) ∈ βj is deemed infinitely more likely than an

(s′′j , t ′′j ) ∈ (Sj × Tj )\βj . Since(s′j , t ′j ) being infinitely more likely than(s′′j , t ′′j ) implies
that (s′′j , t ′′j ) is not infinitely more likely than(s′j , t ′j ), it follows thatβ ′

j ⊆ β ′′
j or β ′

j ⊇ β ′′
j

whenever�ti is admissible on bothβ ′
j andβ ′′

j . Since�ti is admissible onκtij , it follows
that there exists a unique smallest (w.r.t. set inclusion) non-empty set on which�ti is
admissible; let this set be denotedβti

j . Hence, there is a collection of sets,{βti
j , . . . , κ

ti
j },

on which�ti is admissible, whereβti
j ⊆ · · · ⊆ κ

ti
j , and whereβti

j �= κ
ti
j only if �ti is not

continuous.
Since we will be concerned with what types ofj that i deems possible, what types oi

that the possible types ofj deem possible, and so on, the operator used for the intera
epistemology will be based onκtij . To state this operator—which will be referred to
‘certain belief’—let, for each playeri and each stateω ∈ Ω , ti(ω) denote the projectio
of ω on Ti . It will follow that at ω playeri ‘certainly believes’ the event that his type
ti(ω). As it is unnecessary to specify atω playeri ’s belief about his own strategy choic
we consider only eventsE ⊆ Ω satisfying thatE = Si × projSj×Ti×Tj

E. For any such
eventE, let

E
ti
j := {

(sj , tj ) ∈ Sj × Tj
∣∣ (sj , ti , tj ) ∈ projSj×Ti×Tj

E
}

denote the set of opponent strategy-type pairs that are consistent withω ∈E andti(ω) = ti .
If E ⊆ Ω satisfies thatE = Si × projSj×Ti×Tj

E, then say that atω player i certainly
believes the eventE if ω ∈ KiE where

KiE := {
ω ∈Ω

∣∣ κti(ω)j ⊆E
ti(ω)
j

}
.4

Hence, atω player i certainly believesE (where E = Si × projSj×Ti×Tj
E) if the

complement ofEti(ω)
j , (Sj × Tj )\Eti(ω)

j , is deemed impossible.
If E ⊆Ω satisfies thatE = Si × Sj × projTi×Tj

E, then say that there ismutual certain
belief of E atω if ω ∈ KE, whereKE :=K1E ∩K2E. Say that there iscommon certain
belief of E atω if ω ∈ CKE, whereCKE :=KE ∩KKE ∩KKKE ∩ · · · .

4.6. Full admissible consistency

To characterize the concept of fully permissible sets, consider for eachi,

[caui] := {
ω ∈ Ω

∣∣ κti(ω)j = Sj × T
ti(ω)
j

}
,

B 0
i [ratj ] := {

ω ∈ Ω
∣∣ βti(ω)

j = [ratj ]j ∩ κ
ti(ω)
j , andx �ti(ω) y only if

xβj weakly dom.yβj for βj = β
ti(ω)
j or βj = κ

ti(ω)
j

}
,

4 ‘Certain belief’ corresponds to what Morris (1997) calls ‘Savage-belief.’ This operator and those intro
in Section 5—‘full belief’ and ‘belief’—all coincide with ‘belief with probability 1’ in the case where preferen
are complete and continuous. The properties of the operators are summarized in Appendix B.
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whereT ti
j := projTj κ

ti
j denotes the set of opponent types thatti deems possible, and whe

[ratj ]j := projSj×Tj
[ratj ] = {(sj , tj ) | sj ∈ C

tj
j }. Note that ifω ∈ [caui] ∩ B 0

i [ratj ],
then ti (ω)’s preferences are determined by admissibility on two particular nested s
opponent strategy-type pairs.

Say that atω playeri is fully admissibly consistent (with the gameG and the preference
of his opponent) ifω ∈A0

i , where

A0
i := [ui] ∩ [caui] ∩B 0

i [ratj ].
Refer to A0 := A0

1 ∩ A0
2 as the event offull admissible consistency. We can now

characterize the concept of fully permissible sets as sets of maximal strategies in
where there is common certain belief of full admissible consistency.

Proposition 4.1. A non-empty strategy set πi for player i is fully permissible in a finite
strategic game G if and only if there exists a belief system with πi = C

ti(ω)
i for some

ω ∈ CKA0.

5. Are the conditions necessary?

In this section we first show how the event used to characterize fully permis
sets—full admissible consistency—can be interpreted in terms of the requireme
‘caution,’ ‘full belief of opponent rationality,’ and ‘no extraneous restrictions on belie
Furthermore, following a common procedure of the axiomatic method, we verify
these requirements are indeed necessary for the characterization in Proposition
investigating the consequences of relaxing one requirement at a time. These ex
contribute to the understanding of fully permissible sets by showing that our conc
related to proper equilibrium as well as permissible and rationalizable strategies
following manner:

• When allowing extraneous restrictions on beliefs, we open for any strategy tha
be played with positive probability in a proper equilibrium, implying that forw
induction is no longer promoted inG1.

• When weakening ‘full belief of opponent rationality’ to ‘belief of opponent rational
we characterize the concept of permissible strategies independently of whe
requirement of ‘no extraneous restrictions on beliefs’ is retained.

• When removing ‘caution,’ we characterize the concept of rationalizable strat
independently of whether extraneous restrictions on beliefs are allowed and full
of opponent rationality is weakened.

To relax ‘no extraneous restrictions on beliefs’ we need a model—as the one introdu
Section 4—that is versatile enough to allow for preferences that are more complet
being determined by admissibility on two nested sets.
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5.1. Interpreting full admissible consistency

It is clear that[cau1] ∩ [cau2] corresponds to ‘caution.’ Ifω ∈ [caui], then(sj , tj ) is
deemed possible according to�ti (ω) whenevertj is deemed possible. Hence,∀(sj , tj ) ∈
Sj × T

ti(ω)
j , ω /∈ Ki{(s′1, s′2, t ′1, t ′2) ∈ Ω | (s′j , t ′j ) �= (sj , tj )} (cf. Dekel and Gul’s, 1997

definition of caution). It implies that the marginal of�ti(ω) onSj (i.e., ti(ω)’s preferences

over∆(Si), �ti (ω)
Sj

) is admissible onSj .

To interpret full admissible consistency it remains to splitB 0
1 [rat2]∩B 0

2 [rat1] into ‘full
belief of opponent rationality’ and ‘no extraneous restrictions on beliefs.’

To state the condition of ‘full belief of opponent rationality’ we need to introduce ‘
belief’ as an epistemic operator. Also this operator will be defined on the class of e
E ⊆Ω satisfying thatE = Si ×projSj×Ti×Tj

E. For anyE in this class, say that atω player

i fully believes the eventE if ω ∈B0
i E where

B0
i E := {

ω ∈Ω
∣∣ �ti (ω) is admissible onEti(ω)

j ∩ κ
ti(ω)
j

}
.

If ω ∈ B0
i [ratj ], then atω i fully believes thatj is rational. This means that any(s′j , t ′j )

that is deemed possible and wheres′j is a rational choice byt ′j is considered infinitely more
likely than any(s′′j , t ′′j ) wheres′′j is not a rational choice byt ′′j .

Asω ∈ B 0
i [ratj ] implies that�ti (ω) is admissible onβti(ω)

j = [ratj ]j ∩κ
ti(ω)
j , it follows

thatB 0
i [ratj ] ⊆ B0

i [ratj ]. Hence, relative toB0
1[rat2] ∩B0

2[rat1], B 0
1 [rat2] ∩B 0

2 [rat1] is
obtained by imposing minimal completeness, which in this context yields the require
of ‘no extraneous restrictions on beliefs.’

As pointed out in Appendix B, the operatorB0
i does not satisfy monotonicity sinc

E ⊆ F does not implyB0
i E ⊆ B0

i F . Such non-monotonic operators arise also in o
contributions that provide epistemic conditions for forward induction. In partic
Brandenburger and Keisler (2002) use essentially the same operator, which they ref
‘assumption,’ and Battigalli and Siniscalchi (2002) use a non-monotonic operator tha
call ‘strong belief.’ However, in contrast to the use of non-monotonic operators in
contributions, our non-monotonic operatorB0

i is usedonly to interpret ‘full admissible
consistency,’ while the monotonic operatorKi is used for theinteractive epistemology.
The importance of this will be discussed in Section 7. There we also comment on ho
present requirement of ‘no extraneous restrictions on beliefs’ is related to Branden
and Keisler’s (2002) and Battigalli and Siniscalchi’s (2002) use of a complete epis
model.

5.2. Allowing extraneous restrictions on beliefs

In view of the previous subsection, we allow extraneous restrictions on belie
replacing, for eachi, B 0

i [ratj ] by B0
i [ratj ]. Hence, let for eachi,

A0 := [ui] ∩ [caui] ∩B0[ratj ],
i i
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2. The following result shows that any proper equilibrium
consistent with common certain belief ofA0.5

Proposition 5.1. If (x1, x2) ∈ ∆(S1) × ∆(S2) is a proper equilibrium in a finite strategic
game G, then, for each i and any si ∈ suppxi , there exists a belief system with si ∈ C

ti(ω)
i

for some ω ∈ CKA0.

Note that(U,R) is a proper equilibrium in the ‘Battle-of-the-sexes-with-an-outs
option’ (G1), while neitherU nor R is consistent with common certain belief of fu
admissible consistency. This demonstrates that ‘no extraneous restrictions on be
necessary for the characterization in Proposition 4.1 of the concept of fully permi
sets, which inG1 promotes only the forward induction outcome(M,L) (cf. the analysis
of G1 in Sections 3.3 and 6.1).

5.3. Weakening full belief of opponent rationality

To weaken ‘full belief’ to ‘belief,’ recall thatβti
j denotes the smallest non-empty set

which �ti is admissible. IfE ⊆ Ω satisfies thatE = Si × projSj×Ti×Tj
E, then say that a

ω playeri believes the eventE if ω ∈ BiE where

BiE := {
ω ∈Ω

∣∣ βti(ω)
j ⊆E

ti(ω)
j

}
.6

As shown in Appendix B, we have thatKiE ⊆ B0
i E ⊆ BiE. In particular, ‘belief’ is

implied by ‘full belief.’
We can now weakenB0

1[rat2] ∩ B0
2[rat1] (i.e., ‘full belief of opponent rationality’) to

B1[rat2]∩B2[rat1] (i.e., ‘belief of opponent rationality’) and weakenB 0
1 [rat2]∩B 0

2 [rat1]
to B1[rat2] ∩B2[rat1], where for eachi,

Bi [ratj ] := {
ω ∈ Ω

∣∣ βti(ω)
j ⊆ [ratj ]j , andx �ti (ω) y only if

xβj weakly dom.yβj for βj = β
ti(ω)
j or βj = κ

ti(ω)
j

}
.

Relative toB1[rat2] ∩ B2[rat1], B1[rat2] ∩ B2[rat1] is obtained by imposing minima
completeness, which in the context of ‘belief of opponent rationality’ yields a require
of ‘no extraneous restrictions on beliefs.’

To impose ‘caution’ and ‘belief of opponent rationality,’ let for eachi,

Ai := [ui] ∩ [caui] ∩Bi [ratj ].
To add ‘no extraneous restrictions on beliefs,’ consider for eachi,

5 This result is proven in Appendix C by use of Proposition 5 in Blume et al. (1991b), which only ap
to 2-player games. The result can even so be generalized ton-player games, since the independence of bel
imposed by proper equilibrium makes the implication easier to fulfill, as long as no independence is intr
in the definition ofA0.

6 When preferences are complete and thus represented by an LPS, this notion of ‘belief’ corresponds t
with primary probability 1,’ which is the operator used by Brandenburger (1992).
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Ai := [ui] ∩ [caui] ∩Bi[ratj ],
whereAi ⊆ Ai . Write A := A1 ∩ A2 andA := A1 ∩ A2. SinceA ⊆ A, the following
proposition implies that the DF procedure is characterized if ‘full belief of oppo
rationality’ is weakened to ‘belief of opponent rationality,’ independently of wheth
requirement of ‘no extraneous restrictions on beliefs’ is retained. This shows tha
belief of opponent rationality’ is necessary for the characterization in Proposition 4
the concept of fully permissible sets.

Proposition 5.2. Consider a finite strategic game G. If a pure strategy pi for player i is
permissible, then there exists a belief system with pi ∈ C

ti(ω)
i for some ω ∈ CKA. A pure

strategy pi for player i is permissible if there exists a belief system with pi ∈ C
ti (ω)
i for

some ω ∈ CKA.

5.4. Removing caution

Since, for eachi, B 0
i [ratj ] ⊆ Bi[ratj ], the following result means that the remov

of ‘caution’ leads to a characterization of IESDS, independently of whether extran
restrictions on beliefs are allowed and full belief of opponent rationality is weakened.
‘caution’ is necessary for the characterization in Proposition 4.1.

Proposition 5.3. Consider a finite strategic game G. If a pure strategy ri for player i is
rationalizable, then there exists a belief system with ri ∈ C

ti (ω)
i for some ω ∈ CK([u1] ∩

[u2] ∩B 0
1 [rat2] ∩B 0

2 [rat1]). A pure strategy ri for player i is rationalizable if there exists

a belief system with ri ∈ C
ti(ω)
i for some ω ∈ CK([u1] ∩ [u2] ∩B1[rat2] ∩B2[rat1]).

6. Investigating examples

The present section illustrates the concept of fully permissible sets by returning
previously discussed gamesG1 andG2, as well as by considering one new example. Of
three examples,G2 will be used to interpret the occurrence of multiple fully permiss
sets, while the others will be used to show how our concept captures aspects of f
induction.

All three examples will be used to shed light on the differences between, on th
hand, the approach suggested here and, on the other hand, IEWDS as characte
Stahl (1995): A strategy survives IEWDS if and only if it is a best response to a b
where one strategy is infinitely less likely than another if the former is eliminated
earlier round than the latter.7

7 Cf. Brandenburger and Keisler (2002, Theorem 1), Battigalli (1996), and Rajan (1998). See also B
and Schulte (1997), who give conceptually related interpretations of IEWDS.
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6.1. Forward induction

ReconsiderG1 of the introduction, and apply our algorithm IECFA to this ‘Battle-
the-sexes-with-an-outside-option’ game. SinceD is a dominated strategy,D cannot be an
element of 1’s choice set. Thisdoes not imply, as in the procedure of IEWDS (given Stahl
1995, characterization), that 2 deemsM infinitely more likely thanD. However, 2 certainly
believes that only{U}, {M}, and{U,M} are candidates for 1’s choice set. This exclu
{R} as 2’s choice set, since{R} is 2’s choice set only if 2 deems{D} or {U,D} possible.
This in turn means that 1 certainly believes that only{L} and{L,R} are candidates for 2’
choice set, implying that{U} cannot be 1’s choice set. Certainly believing that only{M}
and{U,M} are candidates for 1’s choice setdoes imply that 2 deemsM infinitely more
likely thanD. Hence, 2’s choice set is{L} and, therefore, 1’s choice set{M}. Thus, the
forward induction outcome(M,L) is promoted.

To show how common certain belief of the eventA0 is consistent with the fully
permissible sets{M} and {L}—and thus illustrate Proposition 4.1—consider a be
system with only one type of each player; i.e.,T1 × T2 = {t1} × {t2}. Let, for eachi, �ti

i

satisfy thatυti
i ◦ z = ui . Furthermore, let

β
t1
2 = {L} × {t2}, κ

t1
2 = S2 × {t2},

β
t2
1 = {M} × {t1}, κ

t2
1 = S1 × {t1}.

Finally, let for eachi, x �ti y if and only if xβj weakly dominatesyβj for βj = β
ti
j or

βj = κ
ti
j . Then

C
t1
1 = {M}, C

t2
2 = {L}.

Inspection will verify thatCKA0 =A0 =Ω = S × T1 × T2.
Turn now to the ‘Burning money’ game due to van Damme (1989) and Ben-P

and Dekel (1992).G5 of Fig. 5 is the pure strategy reduced strategic form of a ‘Ba
of-the-sexes’ (B-o-s) game with the addition that 1 can publicly destroy 1 unit of p
before the B-o-s game starts.BU (NU ) is the strategy where 1 burns (does not burn),
then playsU , etc., whileLR is the strategy where 2 responds withL conditional on 1 not
burning andR conditional on 1 burning, etc. The forward induction outcome (suppo
e.g., by IEWDS) involves implementation of 1’s preferred B-o-s outcome, withno payoff
being burnt.

One might be skeptical to the use of IEWDS in the ‘Burning money’ game, beca
effectively requires 2 to infer thatBU is infinitely more likely thanBD based on the sol

LL LR RL RR

NU

ND

BU

BD

3, 1 3, 1 0, 0 0, 0

0, 0 0, 0 1, 3 1, 3

2, 1 -1, 0 2, 1 -1, 0

-1, 0 0, 3 -1, 0 0, 3

Fig. 5. Burning money (G5).
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Table 1
Applying IECFA to ‘Burning money’

Ξ(0) = Σ1 ×Σ2,

Ξ(1) = {{NU}, {ND}, {BU}, {NU,ND}, {ND,BU}, {NU,BU}, {NU,ND,BU}}×Σ2,

Ξ(2) = {{NU}, {ND}, {BU}, {NU,ND}, {ND,BU}, {NU,BU}, {NU,ND,BU}}
× {{LL}, {RL}, {LL,LR}, {RL,RR}, {LL,RL}, {LL,LR,RL,RR}},

Ξ(3) = {{NU}, {BU}, {ND,BU}, {NU,BU}, {NU,ND,BU}}
× {{LL}, {RL}, {LL,LR}, {RL,RR}, {LL,RL}, {LL,LR,RL,RR}},

Ξ(4) = {{NU}, {BU}, {ND,BU}, {NU,BU}, {NU,ND,BU}}
× {{LL}, {RL}, {LL,LR}, {LL,RL}},

Ξ(5) = {{NU}, {BU}, {NU,BU}} × {{LL}, {RL}, {LL,LR}, {LL,RL}},
Ξ(6) = {{NU}, {BU}, {NU,BU}} × {{LL}, {LL,LR}, {LL,RL}},
Ξ(7) = {{NU}, {NU,BU}} × {{LL}, {LL,LR}, {LL,RL}},
Ξ(8) = {{NU}, {NU,BU}} × {{LL}, {LL,LR}},
Ξ(9) = {{NU}} × {{LL}, {LL,LR}},

Π = Ξ(10) = {{NU}} × {{LL,LR}}

premise thatBD is eliminated beforeBU , even though all strategies involving burni
(i.e., bothBU andBD) are eventually eliminated by the procedure. On the basis of
premise such an inference seems at best to be questionable. As shown in Table
application of our algorithm IECFA yields an iteration where at no stage need 2 deemBU

infinitely more likely thanBD, since{NU} is always included as a candidate for 1’s cho
set. The procedure uniquely determines{NU} as 1’s fully permissible set and{LL,LR}
as 2’s fully permissible set. Even though the forward inductionoutcome is obtained, 2
does not have any assessment concerning the relative likelihood of opponent str
conditional on burning; hence, she need not interpret burning as a signal that 1 wi
according with his preferred B-o-s outcome.8

We can conclude that the concept of fully permissible sets yields the forward indu
outcome inG1 andG5. Furthermore, the concept promotes forward induction for diffe
reasons than does the procedure of IEWDS (and the concept of EFR, which in the ex
form of these games works like IEWDS).

6.2. Multiple fully permissible sets

Let us also return toG2 of the introduction, where IEWDS eliminatesD in the first
round,R in the second round, andM in the third round, so thatU andL survive. Stahl’s
(1995) characterization of IEWDS entails that 2 deemseach of U andM infinitely more
likely thanD. Hence, the procedure forces 2 to deemM infinitely more likely thanD for
the sole reason thatD is eliminated beforeM, even though bothM andD are eventually
eliminated by the procedure.

Applying our algorithm IECFA yields the following result. SinceD is a weakly
dominated strategy,D cannot be an element of 1’s choice set. Hence, 2 certainly bel
that only {U}, {M}, and{U,M} are candidates for 1’s choice set. This excludes{R} as

8 Also Battigalli (1991), Asheim (1994), and Dufwenberg (1994) (as well as Hurkens (1996), in a dif
context) argue that(NU,LR) in addition to(NU,LL) is viable in ‘Burning money.’
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2’s choice set, since{R} is 2’s choice set only if 2 deems{D} or {U,D} possible. This
in turn means that 1 certainly believes that only{L} and {L,R} are candidates for 2’
choice set, implying that{M} cannot be 1’s choice set. There is no further eliminat
This means that 1’s collection of fully permissible sets is{{U}, {U,M}} and 2’s collection
of fully permissible sets is{{L}, {L,R}}. Thus, common certain belief of full admissib
consistency implies that 2 deemsU infinitely more likely thanD sinceU (respectively,D)
is an element of any (respectively, no) fully permissible set for 1. However, whet
deemsM infinitely more likely thanD depends on the type of player 2.

To show how common certain belief of the eventA0 is consistent with the collections o
fully permissible sets{{U}, {U,M}} and{{L}, {L,R}}—and thus illustrate Proposition 4
also in the case ofG2—consider a belief system with two types of each player;
T1×T2 = {t ′1, t ′′1 }×{t ′2, t ′′2 }. Let, for each typeti of any playeri, �ti

i satisfy thatυti
i ◦z = ui .

Furthermore, let

β
t ′1
2 = {L} × {

t ′2
}
, κ

t ′1
2 = S2 × {

t ′2
}
,

β
t ′′1
2 = {(

L, t ′2
)
,
(
L, t ′′2

)
,
(
R, t ′′2

)}
, κ

t ′′1
2 = S2 × T2,

β
t ′2
1 = {(

U, t ′1
)
,
(
U, t ′′1

)
,
(
M, t ′′1

)}
, κ

t ′2
1 = S1 × T1,

β
t ′′2
1 = {U} × {

t ′1
}
, κ

t ′′2
1 = S1 × {

t ′1
}
.

Finally, let for each typeti of any playeri, x �ti y if and only if xβj weakly dominatesyβj
for βj = β

ti
j or βj = κ

ti
j . Then

C
t ′1
1 = {U}, C

t ′′1
1 = {U,M}, C

t ′2
2 = {L}, C

t ′′2
2 = {L,R}.

Inspection will verify thatCKA0 =A0 =Ω = S × T1 × T2.
Our analysis ofG2 allows a player to deem an opponent choice set to be impos

even when it is the true choice set of the opponent. E.g., atω = (s, t1, t2) with t1 = t ′1 and
t2 = t ′′2 , player 1 deems it impossible that player 2’s choice set is{L,R} even though this is
the true choice set of player 2. Likewise, atω = (s, t1, t2) with t1 = t ′′1 andt2 = t ′′2 , player
2 deems it impossible that player 1’s choice set is{U,M} even though this is the tru
choice set of player 1. This is an unavoidable feature of this game as there exists no
non-empty strategy subsets(Q1,Q2) such thatQ1 = S1\D1(Q2) andQ2 = S2\D2(Q1).
It implies that under full admissible consistency we cannot have inG2 that each player is
certain of the true choice set of the opponent.

Multiplicity of fully permissible sets arises also in the strategic form of certain exten
games in which the application of backward induction is controversial, e.g., the ‘Centi
game. For more on this, see Asheim and Dufwenberg (2001) where the concept o
permissible sets is used to analyze extensive games.

7. Related literature

It is instructive to explain how our analysis differs from the epistemic foundation
IEWDS and EFR provided by Brandenburger and Keisler (2002) (BK) and Battigall
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Siniscalchi (2002) (BS), respectively. It is of minor importance for the comparison
EFR makes use of the extensive form, while the present analysis is performed
strategic form. The reason is that, by ‘caution,’ a rational choice in the whole game im
a rational choice at all information sets that are not precluded from being reached
player’s own strategy.

To capture forward induction players must essentially deem any opponent st
that is a rational choice infinitely more likely than any opponent strategy not having
property. An analysis incorporating this feature must involve a non-monotonic epis
operator, which is called ‘full belief’ in the present analysis (cf. Section 5.1), w
the corresponding operators are called ‘assumption’ and ‘strong belief’ by BK an
respectively.

We use ‘full belief’ only to define the event that the preferences of each player is
admissibly consistent’ with the preferences of his opponent, while the monotonic ‘c
belief’ operator is used for the interactive epistemology:

• each player certainly believes (in the sense of deeming the complement impo
that the preferences of his opponent are fully admissibly consistent,

• each player certainly believes that his opponent certainly believes that he hims
preferences that are fully admissibly consistent, etc.

As the examples of Section 6 illustrate, it is here a central question what opponen
(choice sets) a player deems possible (i.e., not Savage-null). Consequently, the
belief’ operator is appropriate for the interactive epistemology.

In contrast, BK and BS use their non-monotonic operators for the interactive e
mology. In the process of defining higher order beliefs both BK and BS impose that
order beliefs are maintained. This is precisely how BK obtain Stahl’s (1995) char
ization which—e.g., inG2 of the introduction—seems to correspond to extraneous
hard-to-justify restrictions on beliefs.

Stahl’s characterization provides an interpretation of IEWDS where strategies
nated in the first round are completely irrational, while strategies eliminated in later ro
are at intermediate degrees of rationality. Likewise, Battigalli (1996) has shown how
corresponds to the ‘best rationalization principle,’ entailing that some opponent stra
are neither completely rational nor completely irrational. The present analysis, in co
differentiates only between whether a strategy is maximal (i.e., a rational choice) o
As the examples of Section 6 illustrate, although a strategy that is weakly domina
the set of all opponent strategies is a “stupid” choice, it need not be “more stupid” tha
remaining admissible strategy, as this depends on the interactive analysis of the gam

The fact that a non-monotonic epistemic operator is involved when capturing fo
induction also means that the analysis must ensure thatall rational choices for the oppone
are included in the epistemic model. BK and BS ensure this by employingcomplete
epistemic models, where all possible epistemic types for each player are repre
Instead, the present analysis achieves this by requiring ‘no extraneous restrictio
beliefs,’ meaning that the preferences are minimally complete (cf. Section 5.1). Sin
ordinary monotonic operator is used for the interactive epistemology, there is no mor
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for a complete epistemic model here than in usual epistemic analyses of rationaliz
and permissibility.

Our paper has a predecessor in Samuelson (1992), who also presents an ep
analysis of admissibility that leads to a collection of sets for each player, cal
‘generalized consistent pair.’ Samuelson requires that a player’s choice set equ
set of strategies that are not weakly dominated on the union of choice sets th
deemed possible for the opponent; this implies our requirements of ‘full belief of opp
rationality’ and ‘no extraneous restrictions on beliefs’ (cf. Samuelson, 1992, p.
However, he does not require that each player deems no opponent strategy impos
implied by our requirement of ‘caution.’ Hence, his analysis does not yield{{U,M}} ×
{{L}} in G3 of Section 2. Furthermore, he defines possibility relative to a knowle
operator that satisfies the truth axiom, while our analysis—as illustrated by the disc
of G2 in Section 6.2—allows a player to deem an opponent choice set to be impo
(or more precisely, Savage-null) even when it is the true choice set of the opponen
explains why we in contrast to Samuelson obtain general existence (cf. Proposition

If each player is certain of the true choice set of the opponent, one obtains a ‘con
pair’ (cf. Börgers and Samuelson, 1992), a concept that need not exist even w
generalized consistent pair exists. Ewerhart (1998) modifies the concept of a con
pair by adding ‘caution.’ However, since he allows extraneous restrictions on beli
ensure general existence, his concept of a ‘modified consistent pair’ does not pr
forward induction inG1. Basu and Weibull’s (1991) ‘tight curb* set’ is another variant
a consistent pair that ensures existence without yielding forward induction inG1, as they
impose ‘caution’ but weaken ‘full belief of opponent rationality’ to ‘belief of oppon
rationality.’ In particular, the set of permissible strategy vectors is tight curb*.

‘Caution’ and ‘full belief of opponent rationality’ are admissibility requirements
the preferences (or beliefs) of players. Moreover, by imposing ‘no extraneous restr
on beliefs’ as a requirement of minimal completeness, preferences are not in g
representable by subjective probabilities. By not employing subjective probabilitie
analysis is related to the filter model of belief presented by Brandenburger (1998
imposing requirements on the preferences of players rather than their choice, ou
follows a tradition in equilibrium analysis where concepts are characterized as equ
in conjectures (cf. Blume et al., 1991b). This approach can also be used to chara
backward induction and to define rationalizability analogs to sequential, quasi-perfe
proper equilibrium (cf. Asheim, 2001, 2002, and Asheim and Perea, 2002).
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Appendix A. The decision-theoretic framework

The purpose of this appendix is to present the decision-theoretic terminology, notation and results utili
referred to in the main text.

Consider a decision-maker, and letF be a finite set of states. The decision-maker is uncertain about wha
in F will be realized. LetZ be a finite set of outcomes. In the tradition of Anscombe and Aumann (1963
decision-maker is endowed with a binary relation over all functions that to each element ofF assigns an objective
randomization onZ. Any such functionxF :F → ∆(Z) is called anact on F . Write xF andyF for acts onF .
A reflexive andtransitive binary relation on the set of acts onF is denoted by�F , wherexF �F yF means that
xF is preferred or indifferent to yF . As usual, let�F ( preferred to) and∼F (indifferent to) denote the asymmetri
and symmetric parts of�F .

Assume that�F satisfiesobjective independence, nontriviality, conditional continuity (or “the conditional
Archimedean property”), andnon-null state independence, where these terms are defined in Blume et al. (199
pp. 64–65). Let, for anyE ⊆ F , �E denote theconditional binary relation. Weakencompleteness to conditional
completeness: ∀f ∈ F , �{f } is complete.

Say that the statef ∈ F is Savage-null if xF ∼{f } yF for all actsxF and yF on F . If e, f ∈ F and�F

is conditionally complete, thene is deemedinfinitely more likely than f (e � f ) if e is not Savage-null and
xF �{e} yF implies (x−{f },x′{f }) �{e,f } (y−{f },y′{f }) for all x′

F , y′
F . Say thatyF is maximal w.r.t. �E if there is

no xF such thatxF �E yF .
If υ :Z → 	 is a vNM utility function, abuse notation slightly by writingυ(x) = ∑

z∈Z x(z)υ(z) whenever
x ∈ ∆(Z) is an objective randomization. Say thatxE strongly dominates yE w.r.t. υ if, ∀f ∈ E, υ(xE(f )) >
υ(yE(f )). Say thatxE weakly dominates yE w.r.t.υ if, ∀f ∈E, υ(xE(f ))� υ(yE(f )), with strict inequality for
somee ∈ E. Say that�F is admissible onE ( �= ∅) if xF �F yF wheneverxE weakly dominatesyE .

The following representation result—which follows directly from the von Neumann–Morgenstern theor
expected utility representation—requires the notion of conditional representation: Say that�F is conditionally
represented by υ if (a) �F is nontrivial and (b)xF �{f } yF iff υ(xF (f ))� υ(yF (f )) wheneverf is not Savage-
null.

Proposition A.1. If �F is reflexive and transitive, and satisfies objective independence, nontriviality, conditional
completeness, conditional continuity, and non-null state independence, then there exists a vNM utility function
υ :Z → 	 such that �F is conditionally represented by υ .

If F = F1 × F2 and�F is a binary relation on the set of acts onF , then say that�F1 is themarginal of �F

onF1 if, xF1 �F1 yF1 iff xF �F yF wheneverxF1(f1) = xF (f1, f2) andyF1(f1) = yF (f1, f2) for all (f1, f2).

Appendix B. Properties of epistemic operators

With {βti
j , . . . , κ

ti
j } as the collection of nested sets on which�ti is admissible, we have in Sections 4

5.1, and 5.3 defined theKi (‘certain belief’),B0
i (‘full belief’), and Bi (‘belief’) operators on{E ⊆ Ω | E =

Si × projSj×Ti×Tj
E}. We have that, in general,KiE ⊆B0

i E ⊆ BiE since

• κ
ti (ω)

j ⊆E
ti (ω)

j implies that�ti (ω) is admissible onκti (ω)j =E
ti (ω)

j ∩ κ
ti (ω)

j ,

• �ti (ω) is admissible onEti (ω)

j ∩ κ
ti (ω)

j implies thatβti (ω)

j ⊆ E
ti (ω)

j .

Hence, ‘certain belief’ implies ‘full belief,’ which in turn implies ‘belief.’
If �ti in addition to Assumption 4.1 also satisfies completeness and continuity—so that�ti is represented by

υ
ti
i and a subjective probability distributionµti ∈ ∆(Sj × Tj )—then suppµti is the unique set on which�ti is

admissible. In this special case we have that the three operators coincide:KiE = B0
i E = BiE. Hence, they are

all generalizations of ‘belief with probability 1.’
For this reason, it follows that none of the three operators satisfy the truth axiom (i.e.,KiE ⊆ E, B0

i E ⊆ E,
andBiE ⊆ E need not hold).
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It is straightforward to verify that, in general,Ki andBi correspond to KD45 systems. However, even tho
the operatorB0

i satisfiesB0
i ∅ = ∅, B0

i Ω = Ω , andB0
i E ∩ B0

i F ⊆ B0
i (E ∩ F) as well as positive and negativ

introspection, it does not satisfy monotonicity:E ⊆ F does not implyB0
i E ⊆ B0

i F . To see this, considerG3

of Section 2: If 2 prefers any strategy that (weakly) dominates another on{U}, regardless of what happe
outside{U}, then it does not follow that 2 prefer any strategy that weakly dominates another on{U,M}, regardless
of what happens outside{U,M}, since weak dominance on{U,M} does not imply (weak) dominance on{U}.
This is illustrated byL andR: ω ∈ B0

2({(s1, s2, t1, t2) | s1 = U}) doesnot imply that t2(ω) prefersL to R, while
ω ∈B0

2({(s1, s2, t1, t2) | s1 ∈ {U,M}}) does imply that t2(ω) prefersL to R.
For the proofs of Propositions 4.1 and 5.2, we need to establish some properties of iterated mutua

belief. With KE = K1E ∩ K2E as the mutual certain belief operator defined on{E ⊆ Ω | E = Si × Sj ×
projTi×Tj

E}, write K0E := E and, for eachg � 1, KgE := KKg−1E. SinceKi(E ∩ F) = KiE ∩ KiF , and
sinceKi∅ = ∅, conjunction, and positive and negative introspection implyKiKiE = KiE, it follows ∀g � 2,
KgE = K1K

g−1E ∩ K2K
g−1E ⊆ K1K1K

g−2E ∩ K2K2K
g−2E = K1K

g−2E ∩ K2K
g−2E = Kg−1E. Even

though the truth axiom (KiE ⊆ E) is not satisfied, the present paper considers certain belief only of e
E ⊆ Ω that can be written asE =E1 ∩E2 where, for eachi, Ei = Si × Sj × projTi E × Tj . Mutual certain belief
of any such eventE implies thatE is true:KE = K1E ∩K2E ⊆ K1E1 ∩K2E2 = E1 ∩E2 = E since, for each
i, KiEi = Ei . Hence,

(i) ∀g � 1,KgE ⊆Kg−1E, and
(ii) ∃g′ � 0 such thatKgE = KE ∩ KKE ∩ KKKE ∩ · · · = CKE for g � g′ sinceΩ is finite, implying

CKE = KCKE.

Appendix C. Proofs

Proof of Proposition 3.1. Standard results given thatΣ is finite, and,∀i ∈ I , αi is monotone:∅ �= Ξ ′
j ⊆

Ξ ′′
j ⊆Σj implies∅ �= αi(Ξ

′
j ) ⊆ αi(Ξ

′′
j ) ⊆ αi(Σj ). ✷

To define the concept of permissible strategies, we use the equivalent Dekel–Fudenberg procedu
primitive definition. For any(∅ �=) X =X1 ×X2 ⊆ S, write ã(X) := ã1(X2)× ã2(X1), where

ãi (Xj ) := Si
∖{

si ∈ Si
∣∣ ∃xi ∈ ∆(Si) s.t.xi strongly dom.si onXj or xi weakly dom.si onSj

}
.

Definition C.1. Consider the sequence defined byX(0) = S and,∀g � 1, X(g) = ã(X(g − 1)). A pure strategy
pi for playeri is said to bepermissible if pi ∈ ⋂∞

g=0Xi(g).

Let P = P1 × P2 denote the set of permissible strategy vectors. To characterizeP , write for any(∅ �=) X =
X1 ×X2 ⊆ S, a(X) := a1(X2)× a2(X1), where

ai (Xj ) := {
pi ∈ Si

∣∣ ∃(∅ �=)Qj ⊆ Xj s.t.pi ∈ Si\Di(Qj )
}
.

Lemma C.1. For any (∅ �=) Xj ⊆ Sj , ai (Xj ) = ãi (Xj ).

Proof. The proof is available on request from the authors.✷
Proposition C.1. (i) The sequence defined by X(0) = S and, ∀g � 1, X(g) = a(X(g − 1)) converges to P in
a finite number of iterations.

(ii) ∀i ∈ I , Pi �= ∅.
(iii) P = a(P ).
(iv) ∀i ∈ I , pi ∈ Pi if and only if there exists X = X1 ×X2 with pi ∈ Xi such that X ⊆ a(X).
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have
Proof. Part (i) follows from Lemma C.1 given thatS is finite, and,∀i ∈ I , ai is monotone:∅ �= X′
j ⊆ X′′

j ⊆ Sj
implies∅ �= ai (X

′
j ) ⊆ ai(X

′′
j )⊆ ai (Sj ). Parts (ii)–(iv) are then standard results.✷

Proof of Proposition 3.2. Using Proposition 3.1(ii), the definitions ofα(·) and a(·) imply, ∀i ∈ I , P 0
i :=⋃

σi∈Πi
σi = ⋃

σi∈αi (Πj )
σi ⊆ ai (P

0
j ). SinceP 0 ⊆ a(P 0) implies P 0 ⊆ P (by Proposition C.1(iv)), it follows

that,∀i ∈ I ,
⋃

σi∈Πi
σi ⊆ Pi . ✷

Proof of Proposition 4.1. Part 1: If πi is fully permissible, then there exists a belief system with πi = C
ti (ω)

i for
some ω ∈ CKA0. By Proposition 3.1(i) it is sufficient to construct a belief system withA0 = Ω = S × T1 × T2

such that,∀i ∈ I , ∀πi ∈ Πi , there existsti ∈ Ti with πi = C
ti
i . Construct a belief system with,∀i ∈ I , a bijection

σ i :Ti → Πi from the set of types to the collection of fully permissible sets. By Proposition 3.1(ii) we
that,∀i ∈ I , ∀ti ∈ Ti , ∃Ψ ti

j ⊆ Πj such thatσ i (ti ) = Si\Di(Q
ti
j ), whereQti

j := {sj ∈ Sj | ∃σj ∈ Ψ
ti
j s.t.sj ∈ σj }.

Determine the set of opponent types thatti does not deem Savage-null as follows:T
ti
j = {tj ∈ Tj | σ j (tj ) ∈Ψ

ti
j }.

Let, ∀i ∈ I , ∀ti ∈ Ti , �ti satisfy

(1) υ
ti
i ◦ z = ui , which means that,∀i ∈ I , Ω ⊆ [ui ], and

(2) x�ti y iff xβj weakly dominatesyβj for βj = β
ti
j = {(sj , tj )|sj ∈ σ j (tj ) andtj ∈ T

ti
j } orβj = κ

ti
j = Sj ×T

ti
j ,

which implies,∀i ∈ I , Ω ⊆ [caui ].

This means thatCti
i = Si\Di(Q

ti
j ) = σ i (ti ) since xSj �ti

Sj
ySj iff xS′

j
weakly dominatesyS′

j
for S ′

j = Q
ti
j or

S ′
j = Sj . This in turn implies,∀i ∈ I , ∀ti ∈ Ti ,

(3) β
ti
j = [ratj ]j ∩ κ

ti
j , which combined with (2) yields,∀i ∈ I , Ω ⊆ B 0

i [ratj ].

It follows that,∀i ∈ I , Ω ⊆ [ui ] ∩ [caui ] ∩ B 0
i [ratj ] = A0

i , implying A0 =Ω .

Part 2: If there exists a belief system with πi = C
ti (ω)

i for some ω ∈ CKA0, then πi is fully permissible.

Consider any belief system for whichCKA0 �= ∅. Let, ∀i ∈ I , T ′
i := {ti (ω) | ω ∈ CKA0} andΞi := {Cti

i |
ti ∈ T ′

i }. Note that,∀i ∈ I and ∀ti ∈ T ′
i , (sj , tj ) is Savage-null acc. to�ti if tj ∈ Tj\T ′

j sinceCKA0 =
KCKA0 ⊆ KiCKA0, implying T

ti
j ⊆ T ′

j . Since,∀i ∈ I and ti ∈ T ′
i , x �ti y iff xβj weakly dominatesyβj

for βj = β
ti
j = [ratj ]j ∩ κ

ti
j or βj = κ

ti
j = Sj × T

ti
j , it follows that xSj �ti

Sj
ySj iff xS′

j
weakly dominatesyS′

j

for S ′
j = Q

ti
j or S ′

j = Sj , whereQti
j := {sj ∈ Sj | ∃σj ∈ Ψ

ti
j s.t. sj ∈ σj } andΨ ti

j := {Ctj
j | tj ∈ T

ti
j } ⊆ Ξj . This

implies,∀i ∈ I and ti ∈ T ′
i , Cti

i = Si\Di(Q
ti
j ), andΞ ⊆ α(Ξ). Hence, by Proposition 3.1(iii),πi ∈ Πi if there

exists a belief system withπi =C
t(ω)
i for someω ∈ CKA0. ✷

Proof of Proposition 5.1. It is sufficient to show that one can construct a belief system withA0 = Ω =
S × {t1} × {t2} such that,∀i ∈ I , suppxi ⊆ C

ti
i , whenever(x1, x2) is a proper equilibrium. Let(x1, x2) be a

proper equilibrium. By Blume et al. (1991b, Proposition 5), there exists a pair of preferences,�t1 and �t2 ,
that are represented byυt1

1 andλt1 = (µ
t1
1 , . . .) ∈ L∆(S2 × {t2}), andυt2

2 andλt2 = (µ
t2
1 , . . .) ∈ L∆(S1 × {t1}),

respectively—withυt1
1 ◦ z = u1 and,∀s2 ∈ S2, µt1

1 (s2, t2) = x2(s2), andυt2
2 ◦ z = u2 and,∀s1 ∈ S1, µt2

1 (s1, t1) =
x1(s1)—satisfying,∀i ∈ I ,

(i) suppxi ⊆C
ti
i ,

(ii) κ
ti
j = Sj × {tj }, and

(iii) (rj , tj ) � (sj , tj ) wheneverrj�tj sj .

Properties (ii) and (iii) imply that�ti is admissible onC
tj
j × {tj } = [ratj ]j ∩ κ

ti
j . By lettingΩ = S × {t1} × {t2},

it follows that, ∀i ∈ I , Ω ⊆ [ui ] ∩ [caui ] ∩ B0
i [ratj ] = A0

i . Hence,A0 = Ω and, by property (i),∀i ∈ I ,
suppxi ⊆ C

ti
i . ✷
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Proof of Proposition 5.2. Part 1: If pi is permissible, then there exists a belief system with pi ∈ C
ti (ω)

i for some
ω ∈CKA. By Proposition C.1(ii) it is sufficient to construct a belief system withA=Ω = S×T1 ×T2 such that,
∀i ∈ I , ∀pi ∈ Pi , there existsti ∈ Ti with pi ∈ C

ti
i . Construct a belief system with,∀i ∈ I , a bijectionsi :Ti → Pi

from the set of types to the set of permissible strategies. By Proposition C.1(iii) we have that,∀i ∈ I , ∀ti ∈ Ti ,
∃Qti

j ⊆ Pj such thatsi (ti ) ∈ Si\Di(Q
ti
j ). Determine the set of opponent types thatti does not deem Savage-nu

as follows:T ti
j = {tj ∈ Tj | sj (tj ) ∈Q

ti
j }. Let,∀i ∈ I , ∀ti ∈ Ti , �ti satisfy

(1) υ
ti
i ◦ z = ui , which means that,∀i ∈ I , Ω ⊆ [ui ], and

(2) x�ti y iff xβj weakly dominatesyβj for βj = β
ti
j = {(sj , tj ) | sj = sj (tj ) and tj ∈ T

ti
j } or βj = κ

ti
j =

Sj × T
ti
j , which implies,∀i ∈ I , Ω ⊆ [caui ].

This means thatCti
i = Si\Di(Q

ti
j ) ! si (ti ) since xSj �ti

Sj
ySj iff xS′

j
weakly dominatesyS′

j
for S ′

j = Q
ti
j or

S ′
j = Sj . This in turn implies,∀i ∈ I , ∀ti ∈ Ti ,

(3) β
ti
j ⊆ [ratj ]j , which combined with (2) yields,∀i ∈ I , Ω ⊆ Bi [ratj ].

It follows that,∀i ∈ I , Ω ⊆ [ui ] ∩ [caui ] ∩ Bi [ratj ] = Ai , implying A=Ω .

Part 2: If there exists a belief system with pi ∈ C
ti (ω)

i for some ω ∈ CKA, then pi is permissible. Consider
any belief system for whichCKA �= ∅. Let, ∀i ∈ I , T ′

i := {ti (ω) | ω ∈ CKA} and Xi := ⋃
ti∈T ′

i
C
ti
i . Note

that, ∀i ∈ I and∀ti ∈ T ′
i , (sj , tj ) is Savage-null acc. to�ti if tj ∈ Tj\T ′

j sinceCKA = KCKA ⊆ KiCKA,

implying T
ti
j ⊆ T ′

j . Since,∀i ∈ I and ti ∈ T ′
i , x �ti y if xβj weakly dominatesyβj for βj = β

ti
j ⊆ [ratj ]j ∩ κ

ti
j

or βj = κ
ti
j = Sj × T

ti
j , it follows that xSj �ti

Sj
ySj if xS′

j
weakly dominatesyS′

j
for S ′

j = Q
ti
j or S ′

j = Sj ,

whereQti
j := projSj β

ti
j ⊆ Xj . This implies,∀i ∈ I and ti ∈ T ′

i , Cti
i ⊆ Si\Di(Q

ti
j ), andX ⊆ a(X). Hence, by

Proposition C.1(iv),pi ∈ Pi if there exists a belief system withpi ∈ C
t(ω)
i for someω ∈ CKA. ✷

Proof of Proposition 5.3. The proof is available on request from the authors.✷
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